Information Technology Committee (ITC) Agenda

Meeting Date: January 10, 2024 1-2 pm (regular meeting)

Facilitator: Magda Ivanova, ITC Chair
Members: Yasser Aboelkassem, James Cranford, Ivo Dinov, Magda Ivanova (Chair), Yun Jiang, Amir Mortazawi, Maura Seale, Quentin Stout, Sonia Tiquia-Arashiro, Jeffrey Yackley
SACUA Liaison: Deirdre Spencer
Advisory to: Ravi Pendse, Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer
Student Representatives: Luis Marques (graduate) and Varun Agrawal (undergraduate)
Notetaker: Ann Marshall (FSO)

1. Call to order and approval of agenda and minutes

2. Updates and events
Provost’s Seminar on Teaching - Generative AI & Teaching – excellent event organization and the recordings of the workshop are now available.

3. Roundtable discussion on GenAI. We welcome suggestions, and below are topics proposed for discussion:

   - How do you currently employ GenAI, and in what role?
   - What concerns do you have regarding the utilization of GenAI?
   - Apart from ChatGPT, are there specific GenAI tools you want to be available?
   - Which primary GenAI application do you find yourself using the most?

4. Questions for Ravi Pendse:
   - UM Chat GPT: Status updates on pending and uninstalled plugins.
   - Usage charges for GenAI (e.g., Masey).
   - Group GDrive storage policies, such as those for Labs, courses, Programs, Centers, etc. The existing 256GB individual member storage limit poses challenges for managing mCommunity Groups!

Adjournment

Upcoming meetings:

Thursday, February 8, 3:30-4:30 pm
Thursday, March 21, 3:00-4:00 pm